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The authors discuss a generalized transport model including memory and nonlocal effects, which
aims to describe the transition of heat transport from the diffusive regime to the ballistic regime. By
using an effective thermal conductivity depending on the Knudsen number, they describe in a single
equation the behavior of conductivity in terms of the system size and a reduction in the limit flux
through nanoscale devices. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2645110�

In the last years, several experiments or simulations on
heat transport along nanoscale devices or one-dimensional
model systems1–9 have obtained results that differ signifi-
cantly from those of the classical Fourier law. In order to
improve the results of the theory, some authors have pro-
posed modifications to the diffusive heat conduction equa-
tion to achieve a wide description going from macrosystems
to nanosystems.2,5 In these models, the heat flux is assumed
to be the sum of two contributions: a ballistic one and a
diffusive one. Such formalisms combine macroscopic-
Fourier �or Cattaneo� equation for the diffusive part and
microscopic-Boltzmann equation for the ballistic part, and
some of them are inspired in the description of thermal ra-
diation, as the equation of phonon radiative transfer �EPRT�.4

Other authors have proposed a single contribution to the
heat flux but characterized by a time-dependent thermal
conductivity,10 or by a size-dependent thermal conductivity,
which reduces to the classical thermal conductivity when the
size of the system becomes much longer than the mean free
path.6,11,12 Here we explore this latter proposal and compare
it with other ones and with experimental and numerical
results.

In classical thermodynamics, heat flux q is given by
Fourier Law q=−��T, with � the thermal conductivity and
T the absolute temperature. To describe the temperature evo-
lution, this equation is combined with the energy conserva-
tion equation and one is led to the equation

�

�t
T =

�

cv
�2T , �1�

with cv the specific heat per unit volume. The results of this
equation fit correctly in systems where the mean free path of
the particles is much shorter than the size of the system. As
we apply it to smaller systems, the deviations with respect to
the observations become more obvious. For instance, Larson
et al.13 found that when a temperature difference is applied in

nanometer-scale silicon samples, the heat flux obtained is
significantly lower than that predicted by Fourier law. The
authors suggested that a reduction in the conductivity of the
material may be the cause of this behavior.

In order to describe the behavior of nanoscale devices,
several authors3,6,14 have tried to model the heat transport at
this scale with equations including nonlocal effects, whose
lack in Fourier’s equation is the conceptual source of dis-
crepancy with observations. Indeed, at scales comparable to
the mean free path the particles move ballistically. One of
such models is provided by extended irreversible thermody-
namics �EIT�,12 in which the Fourier heat conduction is
modified in order that nonlocal and memory effects are taken
in consideration. In the most sophisticated version of this
theory, all the higher-order fluxes are considered as indepen-
dent variables and the consecutive transport equations form a
hierarchy of coupled evolution equations for the higher-order
fluxes J�n�, J�1� being the heat flux q, J�2� �a tensor of order of
2� the flux of the heat flux, and so on. From the point of view
of kinetic theory this would correspond to take as variables
higher-order moments of the distribution function.12,15 In a
linear approximation, the equations of such hierarchy have
the form12

�T−1 − �1J̇�1� + �1 � · J�2� = �1J�1�, �2�

�n−1 � J̇�n−1� − �nJ̇�n� + �n � · J�n+1� = �nJ�n�, �3�

with �i, �i, and �i the phenomenological coefficients related
to transport coefficients, relaxation times of the fluxes, and
their respective correlation lengths, respectively. If we con-
sider an infinite number of fluxes and work with the Fourier
transform of Eqs. �2� and �3�, we obtain the following ex-
pression for the heat flux:

q��,k� = − ik���,k�T̂��,k� , �4�

where ��� ,k� is the continued-fraction expression for a k
and �-dependent effective thermal conductivity,
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���,k� =
�0�T�

1 + i��1 + k2l1
2/�1 + i��2 + k2l2

2/�1 + i��3 + k2l3
2/�1 + i��4 + . . . ���

, �5�

with �0�T� the classical bulk thermal conductivity. The last
two relations allow us to express the heat equation in the
form

− i�T̂��,k� = k2���,k�T̂��,k� . �6�

If we take, for simplicity, all the mean free paths and relax-
ation times equal ��n=� , ln= l /2�, independently of the order
of approximation, this fraction has the asymptotic limit,

���,k� =
− �1 + i��� + ��1 + i���2 + �kl�2

1
2 �kl�2

. �7�

The equality of all relaxation times and mean free paths for
the higher-order fluxes is natural in a relaxation-time ap-
proximation for the evolution equation for the distribution
function. Deeper analyses based on the full Boltzmann equa-
tion may lead to different values for the several relaxation
times.11,15 Here, we explore the simplest possibility.

A detailed analysis based on Boltzmann equation15

shows that the lengths ln must be interpreted as l /2, with l
the mean free path of heat carriers. If we are only interested
in stationary behavior we can make �=0 and we obtain a
size-dependent thermal conductivity by considering
L=2� /k. We are led to11

��L� =
�0L2

2�2l2��1 + 4	�l

L

2

− 1� . �8�

The ratio l /L=Kn is usually called the Knudsen number.
When the mean free path is much shorter than the device, we
have limKn→0 ��L�=�0. In the opposite situation, one has
limKn→� ��L����0 /���L / l�.

The behavior of heat conductivity �Eq. �8�� in terms of
the size of the device is plotted in Fig. 1. The dependence of
the conductivity with the width of the system fits to the val-

ues obtained by Liu and Asheghi16 and Hao et al.17 in in-
plane heat conductivity experiments through very thin layers.
The theoretical result for Eq. �8� is compared with the plotted
points using the bulk conductivity of silicon of
120 W m−1 K−1 and the mean free path of phonons of 40 nm
as fitting parameter. The form of Eq. �8� also yields a rea-
sonable fit to the size-dependent effective conductivity in
nanotubes, according to the experimental values reported in
Ref. 18.

When the size of the system is much longer than the
mean free path, the conductivity does not depend on the size
and its value is the classical thermal conductivity. In contrast,
when the size is of the same order or lower than the mean
free path, the conductivity starts to fall and it tends to zero as
the size tends to zero. For high values of the Knudsen num-
ber, it behaves linearly with the size �this means that the heat
flux depends only on the temperature difference and not on
the temperature gradient�. Such a reduction in the value of
the effective conductivity is indeed observed in Ref. 13.

Now, we use the effective thermal conductivity Eq. �8�
to obtain the evolution of the temperature profile for different
values of the Knudsen number �in particular, for Kn=10�,
and compare with other descriptions, a topic which has re-
ceived much attention.2,4,10,19

In this case we must consider the full description
Eqs. �4� and �5�, which leads to a hyperbolic equation with
an effective relaxation time �eff���1− l2� /4���=� /4.12

Here we have taken into account that �= �1/3�cvlv, with v
the average velocity of the carriers. Now, we may write the
evolution equation for temperature profile, expressing t in
terms of the collision time �= l /v and x as x�=x /L, with L
the length of the system, and we get

1

4

�2T

�t2 +
�T

�t
=

1

6�2 ��1 + 4�2Kn2 − 1��2T . �9�

For low values of Kn this expression tends to

1

4

�2T

�t2 +
�T

�t
=

Kn2

3
�2T , �10�

which is the hyperbolic version of Eq. �1�. Usually, instead
of the normalized effective time �eff, one directly considers �
and the factor of 1 /4 does not appear in the first term. This
factor has been experimentally observed in ultrasound veloc-
ity in gases.20

We take as initial conditions T�x�=0. At t=0 one sud-
denly imposes T�0�=1 at one end and one keeps T�1�=0 at
the opposite end. In Fig. 2 the time evolution for the heat
flux on the x=0 boundary is shown. We observe that the
long-time limit for the flux in Maxwell-Cattaneo model is the
same as in Fourier model, while the limit flux in EIT model
is significantly lower. This flux reduction is analogous to that
obtained by Chen �Fig. 3 of Ref. 2� with his two-component
ballistic-diffusive model and agrees with the one observed
experimentally.13 The advantage of our one-component
model with generalized conductivity is that no rescaling of

FIG. 1. Effective-thermal conductivity ��� in W/�m K� given by Eq. �8� in
terms of the width of the layer �L� in nm. The values used in the graph are
120 W/ �cm K� for the asymptotic conductivity �0 and 40 nm for l. The
points correspond to the experimental data in layers with different thick-
nesses �see Refs. 16 and 17�.
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temperature or heat flux has been needed in Fig. 2. In Chen’s
model, a rescaling is needed because it uses different tem-
peratures for each type of particle. In our model this is not
needed as only one equilibrium temperature is used. As the
Knudsen number decreases the results become similar to
those of Maxwell-Cattaneo and are not represented here.

Joshi and Majumdar4 used EPRT to obtain the evolution
of the temperature over a rod by solving some profiles de-
pending on the Knudsen number; they solved the propaga-
tion equation of ballistic phonons assuming that the emission
of the latter on the boundaries follows the same law as the
blackbody radiation. A problem of this model is the exces-
sive time consumption when it is numerically resolved. The
plot in Fig. 2 shows that EIT model yields similar behavior
for the heat flux with a significantly simpler equation that is
solvable analytically.

Chen2 used a simpler heat equation to obtain the same
results as the EPRT. With this aim he classified the phonons
in two classes: ballistic and diffusive. The latter follows Cat-
taneo equation, while ballistic phonons evolve according to
the Boltzmann equation. As the relative abundance of ballis-
tic particles is increased, the deviation from the classic equa-
tion becomes higher. In order to model the system with two
types of particles with two transport equations, two tempera-
tures must be defined, one for each type of particles and a
different boundary value is imposed on each type of par-
ticles. The diffusive phonons act as if they were in a potential
well, diffusing through all the system but bouncing at the
walls. Their initial temperature is T0 everywhere. The only
way they have to increase their temperature is to scatter with
ballistic phonons. This mechanism injects energy to the
diffusive phonons, removing it from the ballistic ones. In
Ref. 2, the results for this model are compared with those of
Maxwell-Cattaneo hyperbolic equation, and are found to be
closer to the observed behavior.

Naqvi and Waldenstrøm10 follow the single-component
point of view and solve the heat equation with a time-
dependent conductivity, namely,

�T

�t
= �1 − e−t/��

Kn2

3
�2T , �11�

where �= l /v is the mean free time. The boundary values
imposed are fixed temperatures on both ends of the rod. The

profiles that they obtain fit well to the ones obtained by Joshi
and Majumdar.4

The solution of this model has not the wave front present
in Chen’s model and no rescaling of the temperature must be
done. The difference between Eqs. �9� and �11� is that the
conductivity is explicitly time dependent in Eq. �11�,
whereas in Eq. �9� it depends on the length of the system L.
Both models obtain a lowering of the temperature profile
because their ultimate effect is an effective reduction of the
thermal conductivity.

In summary, we have studied a generalized thermal con-
ductivity �Eq. �8�� depending on the Knudsen number, which
gives a reasonable approximation to the behavior of thermal
conductivity in nanotubes and thin layers in steady state con-
ditions. We have solved numerically the evolution equation
�Eq. �9�� for the temperature profile, for Knudsen number of
10 where discrepancies from the classical limit are expected.
The results obtained for the long-time value of the heat flux
if Fig. 2 with the generalized thermal conductivity �Eq. �8��
are similar to those obtained by Chen.2,19 Furthermore, our
approach provides an alternative to Naqvi and Waldenstrøm
who proposed a time-dependent thermal conductivity, but
with the advantage that in the steady state our model is able
to describe the thermal conductivity of nanotubes and thin
layers, in contrast with Ref. 10.

The present model describes, in one single equation, the
observed behavior of the conductivity in nanoscale
devices,16–18 a reduction in the limit flux,13 and a simplified
equation for the temperature profile that does not require the
separation in ballistic and diffusive parts.
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the heat flux through the x=0 wall in a device with
Knudsen number of 10. The dashed line represents the Fourier law, the solid
line is the Maxwell-Cattaneo equation, the dotted line is the EIT equation,
and the dash-dotted lines are Chen model �Ref. 19� and model by Joshi and
Majumdar �Ref. 4�.
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